
Paid Search and SEO Strategy Doubles FinTech Site's Organic

Traffic

The Challenges

Our client is a SaaS solution that protects online accounts and data.

Because their platform requires custom integration, their average

engagement has been over $1M.

Our client's target buyer is elusive. Decision makers can often be found

within product development, marketing, IT, and compliance departments

at various companies. Their experience with advertising on LinkedIn or

Google yielded no results. We pointed out to the client that competitors

were now starting to steal traffic from them by using Google Ads.

Our Approach

Our team put together an initial plan to launch Google PPC ads for our

client, who was bidding on a list of key phrases that were critical to their

business. We wrote the ad copy and designed the campaign hierarchy for

each term in Google. We also created tailored landing pages for each

campaign, as well as new blog posts and gated content to fuel the

campaign's nurture series for leads.



We've been working with this client to improve their organic search

performance. We ran new ad campaigns, but we also focused on

backlinking and technical SEO improvements that would push them up the

ranks. Now that they're ranking higher consistently, our competitor's

websites don't show up for searches related on this client's product.

Outcome

Our client's campaign resulted in over 700 visits to their site, 400 of their

existing leads were influenced, 20 form submissions were made, and 8 new

prospects were identified.

In the past, if someone visited our client's website and then clicked on an ad

on the Google Display Network, it was almost impossible for them to be

retargeted when they visited other websites. Now, with the launch of

remarketing ads, we were able to re-target members of our audience who

had previously seen our client's products and services pages. These users

saw our ad and visited the site again within 24 hours.

There were some (quite large) gaps in the client's marketing strategy, which

we tackled by doing an audit of competitor landing pages and making

necessary changes. This 400% increase in conversion rate

month-over-month has only gotten better following the implementation of

our recommendations. We have also seen a significant increase in their

average position - doubling the average position for over half their key

terms.



The organic side of our business is doing really well too. We've seen a rise in

search positions and website demo requests from organic Google site

traffic.

We analyzed the top pages on the website that had keyword rankings in

position 6-20 and adjusted the title tags and meta descriptions to better

align with our relevant keywords. This helped improve their look for

organic search, which meant more organic traffic for our site and a better

chance of ranking higher. User engagement and content click-through rate

are often overlooked components of improving organic search visibility. We

repeated this process to get even more organic traffic from the existing

content we have available at our disposal.

To be successful in the modern era, it's important to create new content

regularly. We know that to identify the most effective content topics for

your website, you need to research keywords that will perform well and

rank in search engine results. These keywords should be both relevant to

your business and have the right combination of search volume and

competition level so that you can start ranking highly in search engine

results pages (SERPs) within a reasonable period.

We've had a lot of success over the year, with a 60% organic traffic increase

and 67% organic impressions through the tactics mentioned above.


